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Performance Management,
‘Deep’ Learning & A.I. Delivered microlearning.
LMS (2)
“Only 33% of organisations say they are gaining learner engagement with
digital [learning] and only 17% say it is encouraging behavioural change.”1

This is not good enough! Globalisation, specialisation and new technologies require individuals and
organisations, who want to prosper, to upskill and change skill at speeds never seen before.
Online learning offers unprecedented opportunities, but it appears the mainstream e-learning
industry is not yet rising to the potential. 72% of companies still use longer e-learning courses (30-40
mins) and they are clearly not working.
At SkillGate we are innovators in using the internet for corporate professional development. We
deliver leading edge products that exploit the internet to ensure UK workers have the skills and the
skills development routes to compete in a very competitive world.
In this document we outline what we call LMS (2) – the next generation of LMS, that integrates A.I.
delivered corporate learning to deliver ‘deep’ learning.

“Only 17% of organisations say
digital learning is encouraging
behavioural change.”1

1

Towards Maturity – ‘Going Beyond Ticking The Box’
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LMS (2)
“a step change in corporate training.”
Having access to courses in an online library and making the correct courses available to staff is what
most people recognise as a traditional LMS.
The first LMS revolution has done an impressive job. It has made training administration hugely
easier and has offered completely new ways to train. But, traditional LMS courses typically offer a
‘one size fits all’ approach to learning. ‘Build a course – get everyone to complete it’. Its main
strength is that it is incredibly low cost; its main weakness is that it ignores the individual. There is
almost no allowance for levels of knowledge, job role, situation, learning preferences, time
constraints, etc. Traditional courses are considered ‘dull and boring’ to most and irrelevant to a vast
number of users.
LMS (2) systems build on the success of traditional LMSs by taking advantage of this ease of
administration and fully exploiting new training delivery possibilities.
In an LMS (2) system, staff receive ‘deep’ learning via microlearning delivered on a personalised
interpretation of the organisation’s strategic requirements and the individual’s current skills level.

An LMS (2) Plan (an extract):

Sample Key:
SkillByte
SkillByte (complete)
SkillByte (incomplete)
Online Tutorial
Classroom Course
Mandatory
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‘Deep’ learning is where LMS (2) uses the power of individualisation to deliver relevant training
specific to each delegate that changes their knowledge or skills.
Deep learning courses are different from traditional online courses in that they deliver training
taking into consideration three main issues in new ways:
1. Motivation. To learn the brain must work. Why is the delegate going to work to complete a
given programme (what is the reward)?
2. Time. All learning is not of equal length. Some learning is best done in one go; some can be
completed via daily lessons; some takes minutes; some requires drip feeding over months.
3. Relevance. Don’t teach the delegate what they already know. It is a waste of time. One size does
not fit all. Deep learning systems test and use the result to decide what to teach.

How do LMS (2) systems work?
LMS (2) Systems are integrated training and performance management platforms where strategy,
assessment, coaching, compliance, appraisal, booking management, course writing and training
delivery, etc. all integrate seamlessly in a single system.
Organisational strategic objectives are fed into the integrated training resource, (with the resource
variables), and the system will work out and decide how to deliver training to each individual.
LMS (2) systems spend more time ‘assessing’ before deciding what to teach. Assessment is
important so it is critical that all skill/knowledge assessment techniques can be used and are
interchangeable or reinforcing.
Individuals are taught skills at a much more granular level than they are with traditional courses.
Automated algorithms work out what to deliver, to whom, and over what time scales. A.I. data
manipulation techniques are used to create virtuous feedback loops for skills development.

Benefits of LMS (2)
The main benefits of LMS (2) are significant improvements on return on training investments by;
•

ensuring general strategic objectives are targeted into specific individual skills development where they are needed

•

using assessment tools regularly for the appropriate type of skill required (e.g. use cheap
online tests for simple knowledge checking; employee surveys for qualitative analysis; or
more expensive coach-based sign-off where physical observation is required)

•

focusing training on individuals who need it, rather than blanketing groups

•

selecting the cheapest effective training medium from multiple training types (from short
daily lessons on mobile phones, to face to face via webinars)

•

having before and after data on which to base real financial ROI assessments and using data
analysis to quickly work out where to invest effort to meet strategic objectives rather than
working administrators with spreadsheets.
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Part 1

What is ‘deep’ learning?

The LMS (2) Model
SkillGate Ltd
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What can SkillGate’s LMS (2) platform do for you?
With 21 years of expert involvement you might expect us to have some leading-edge products.
SkillGate offers seven distinct products described in Part 2 of this booklet:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

LMS – learning management system
BookaCourse – event management system
Infinity – microlearning library
Traffic Light – mandatory courses, delivery and reporting
Perform – annual appraisal and performance management
Coach! – observations recording
WhizzAuthor – subject matter expert authoring

Each product has been designed and built as a stand-alone product and thus meets all the
requirements of the market it was built for. However, each has been designed on the basis that
everything must integrate with everything else. The result is a fully integrated training and
development system fit for the 21st Century.
SkillGate’s LMS (2) system integrates all 7 products and creates 6 new applications:

Strategic objectives delivered in easy steps
SkillGate’s LMS (2) set-up wizard allows a training manager to add one or more strategic objectives
to the system and set the relevant variables:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who will be involved? Is this mandatory or optional for them?
How will they be assessed? How will they be reviewed?
What is the required achievement level?
What training methods will deliver the best effect?
How will those training resources be obtained or created?
How is the virtuous improvement cycle to work?
Over what period will this process last and what is the ‘cut-off’?

Automated assessment and delivery will then deliver each member of staff a unique skill assessment
and development programme.

Inter-changeable assessment and review options
SkillGate offers four main assessment and review options measured at an individual level (Tests,
Surveys, Appraisal, Observations), and two autogenerated options (Assumptions, Algorithms) that
are determined at a strategic level.

Tests

Surveys

Performance Appraisal

Observations

‘Assumption’

Algorithm
(virtuous cycle)
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New training delivery options
SkillGate LMS (2) supports three general types of managed training:
A.I.Dm – A.I. Delivered microlearning. Microlessons (called SkillBytes) are customised
automatically to delegate requirements by timing, subject and level. Typically, they are
delivered on an occasional but regular basis with assessment and further study built in.
SkillBytes are often extracts from a full programme. Each SkillByte suggests a further study
tutorial or ‘more like this’ this option. Delegates may control the timescale over which
A.I.Dm is delivered by the speed with which they interact and complete the SkillBytes.
Actions – these are self-driven activities that cause learning but are not structured training
(e.g. spend time in another department to gain experience or write a report on…).
Programmes – these are learning programmes built to sequentially deliver any type of
learning ‘object’. Examples are; online learning courses, blended courses, coaching
programmes, any face to face courses, college based part-time qualifications, etc.
Training Managers can source training solutions from;
•
•
•

a pre-determined list of solutions (Infinity from the SkillGate portfolio)
other solutions they are aware of (third party course providers)
or write new content (using WhizzAuthor from the SkillGate portfolio).

Automatic development planning
Mandatory assessments and courses are added automatically to the individual’s plan or calendar
(see extract). Other programmes can be added with start dates (or start criteria) determined by the
set-up variables. This highly intuitive planner allows delegates (and managers) to manage complex
learning programmes over the year.
Planned assessments, programmes and courses could clash (too much training being delivered at the
same time). The system will auto manage such conflicts or allow them to be manipulated manually
by the delegate or manager.

Skills Data Analysis
All SkillGate LMS (2) courses are database driven. The advantage of this over the traditional SCORM
flat-files approach is that courses can be instantly sliced, diced, copied and tailored. Every learner
interaction can be measured or marked and automatically assessed. Algorithms can decide what
needs to be delivered as a result. It is this feature that is at the heart of personalisation.
Database driven data analysis also offers the opportunity of providing detailed management
dashboards covering skills levels, risks and ROI in ways previously considered impossible.
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Part 2

1. Learning
Management
System
Plan, Deliver and Record
The SkillGate Learning Management
System (LMS) is an enterprise training
planning, delivery and recording system. It
acts as the base for an optional range of
modular products that make up the full
service. These products are described in
detail in this booklet.
Here we list the main features of the SkillGate LMS.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customisable portal, look and feel and LMS set up
Groups and teams management
‘Just in Time’ courses library with ‘search’
Development planner
Real time report generator
Single Sign-On with automated HRIS feeds.

Benefits
The system is reliable and fast. SkillGate’s LMS has serviced hundreds of the world’s largest
companies for over 20 years. SkillGate offers a hosted service with maintenance and
upgrades included as standard.
Modular and scalable, the SkillGate system supports enterprises from 5 to 150,000 people.
A one stop shop that offers all the learning products and delivery options you will need.

Other Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bulk user import and history import
CPD manager with qualifications, and
Badges options
URL, name and contacts customisation
Records and Reports (with search)
SkillCard – (records sharing option for
contractors or customer service staff)
Certificate Storage including the ability to
create customised Certificates
Event Calendar
XST – link SkillGate courses to any LMS
Send News to Group
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•

•
•
•
•
•

Multiple course types supported (Coach,
Briefings, SCORM courses, Blended Courses
Face to Face, Webinars etc)
Three levels of service support backed by
an online 24/7 ticketing system.
Multi Portal (create linked LMS system for
your clients, contractors or customers)
Home page customisations
Homework Marking
Onboarding.
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2. BookaCourse
Events Manager
SkillGate BookaCourse is an advanced
face to face event management system
that allows administrators to manage
hundreds of delegates in multiple
classroom types at the touch of a few
buttons.
It can be used stand alone or fully
integrated with the SkillGate LMS,
Performance Manager, Traffic Light and
WhizzAuthor.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delegate, line manager or administrator booking interfaces
Supports multiple face to face event types
10 different authorisation processes as standard
Automated messaging for joining instructions, reminders, feedback etc.
‘Cancellation’ and ‘No Show’ management and reporting
Feedback or Evaluation generator
Waiting List Management
Pre/post course training integration
Integrates with Microsoft Outlook for Calendar based booking and cancellations
Supports external course booking management.

Benefits
Minimises time setting up and managing face to face courses.
Allows face to face training to be included alongside other training options in your LMS by
integrating fully with SkillGate LMS, Performance Manager, Traffic Light and WhizzAuthor.
Enables the creation and management of blended courses.
Supports external courses as well as internal courses.

Other Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facilities management
Invitation and registration management
Auto or manual CPD points allocation
Multiple/group booking or invitation
Group specific library management
Supports external course registrations
External Course Booking facility

SkillGate Ltd

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost centre reporting
Training needs recording
Certification on completion
Refresher synchronisation
Venue management
Real-time reporting.
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3. Infinity
Courses Library and A.I
Delivered microlearning
SkillGate offers over 1,000 online
tutorial programmes in areas including
management, soft-skills and Office IT in
our Infinity Library. The courses are
supported by our A.I. Delivered
microlearning system which
automatically delivers tailored learning
to individuals. There are also some 60
certificated blended courses covering
the most popular subjects. Some of our
programmes are certificated by
independent bodies.

SkillGate also offers a range of courses in specialist subjects, and partners with third party vendors to
create additional content libraries.
•
•
•
•
•
•

More detail on courses is available at: https://www.skillgate.com/index_au14.cfm
Courses may be edited
A.I.Dm supports the library by delivering short learning sessions (SkillBytes) to delegates via
email prompts on subjects relevant to them
Courses are responsive (mobile enabled)
Courses may include real time tutor intervention (including homework marking)
Courses can be used on any SCORM compliant LMS.

Benefits
Having an extensive range of content makes it easy for delegates to find what they need from a
single source. It also minimises the cost for purchasers who cannot know everything that their
delegates will want to learn.
As a training provider (not simply a software provider) we focus on developing content delivery
methods that work.
With A.I.Dm we find ‘take up’ of online training is far higher than any traditional online learning
approaches.
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4. Traffic Light
Compliance Training
Manager
Traffic Light is a unique tool that delivers
the right mandatory training courses - to
the right Users - at the right time.
It advises managers about delegate
progress giving each manager either a
Green or a Red light corresponding to
their team’s performance.
A red light indicates non-compliance and a simple cascade report identifies the offending User(s) and
the programme(s) involved.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

User dashboard, coupled with automatic email prompting, advises Users of mandatory
courses requiring completion
Simple administration dashboard shows whole organisation or divisional compliance status
Different courses can be delivered to different users based on job codes
Courses can be delivered to delegate timelines rather than in bulk (e.g. when they join the
company or change job roles)
Refreshers and updates are built in as standard
Reporting allows line managers to view their direct reports in a transparent cascade
Create mandatory training plans.

Benefits
With this system, mandatory training compliance ratios typically exceed 95% with minimal input
from administrators or compliance officers.
Administration is minimised.
By supporting multiple training formats companies can ensure all types of training can be used in
compliance training environments.

Other Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Individual exemptions can be set against rules
‘Valid until’ system manages refresher re-registrations automatically
Automated delegate reminders and warnings
Synchronisation systems monitor anomalies
Snapshots allow administrators to save and monitor enterprise compliance status
Historical data import
Auto selects courses required for delegates based on HRIS update import.
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5. Perform
Annual Appraisal and
Performance
Management
SkillGate Performance Manager is
designed to support organisational staff
development activity.

It supports the formal annual appraisal process by supporting sequenced form completion (e.g.
delegate, manager, moderator) and informal performance management through 1 to 1 discussion
recording.
It has an integrated Objectives and Actions system. This helps participants turn performance
management into a year-round activity.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appraisal form editor with sequenced form delivery to appraisee and appraiser
Dashboards for Users, Team Managers and Administrators
Access to current and archived forms
Include objectives, actions, training courses and targets
Report generator with real time access to all, or selected, form data
Automated email prompting with links to current forms sent on fixed or relative dates.

Benefits
Standardised performance management approach for the organisation and the option to
integrate formal Annual Development with informal discussion and actions.
Maximise performance review completion rates.
Link real training solutions via training plans to Performance Management.

Other Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Score Moderation
Reminder messaging
Training needs analysis
Full forms in PDF format for printing
360 degree feedback
Competency Analysis & Reporting.
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6. Coach!
Observation, Coaching
and Mentoring
Used for mentoring, coaching and/or
observations, Coach! offers organisations a
simple way to record one-on-one training
interventions.
The Coach! type programme allows a coach
to be nominated (either from a search
process or automatically) and then
automated messaging requires the coach to provide relevant information to the system e.g. accept
the coaching assignment; specify when and if a meeting has been undertaken; award a skill score or
comment on the delegate’s progress.
•
•
•
•
•

Option for delegate to ‘search and find’ a relevant coach
Allows delegate to specify the requested objectives of the coaching session
Asks coach for appropriate information, comments or skill score
Reports on delegate progress; ‘matched’; ‘in progress’; ‘completed’ etc.
Integrates with the My Plan, Traffic Light, Performance Manager systems.

Benefits
In most organisations, 80% of training is informal. Coach! allows enterprises to formalise some of
this type of training and make it reportable. Coach! software has a range of applications, the most
commonly used are:
Observation: a formal confirmation that a User has been seen by a specified person.
e.g. in the care industry a formal observation by a trained observer is used as part of a
competencies award for care workers.
e.g. in onboarding programmes, new staff are required to meet certain senior staff, Coach! is
used to ensure meetings have taken place.
Coaching: used where an informal training session needs to be recorded (and scored).
e.g. training in the physical aspects of how to use a piece of equipment.
Mentoring: used to search and find relevant mentors within an organisation. These informal
arrangements can last many months. Coach! allows administrators to monitor and evaluate
their effectiveness.

Other Features
•
•
•
•

Coaches and mentors can add skills profiles
Intelligent searching
Automated prompting
Assessment and skills scoring.
SkillGate Ltd
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7. WhizzAuthor
Create Publish Manage
SkillGate WhizzAuthor is our online and
blended training course authoring system.
It allows authors to create, publish and
manage courses in real-time.
WhizzAuthor supports a wide range of
programme types; from 5 minute ‘click
through and test’; to 6-month blended
face to face / online courses; to induction,
coach or observation programmes. It then
delivers continuity by reporting on them
all in the same way.

Programmes allow authors to integrate almost any type of learning ‘object’ so they can include
courses or other ‘objects’ created elsewhere seamlessly.
1. ‘Quick’ and ‘Advanced’ authoring lets subject matter experts create courses - fast
2. WYSIWYG training page creation supports common audio and video formats, interaction,
tests, etc
3. Supports multiple programme formats including; online tutorials; blended courses; daily
lessons; face to face; coach; and dynamic assessments
4. Publish to any SCORM compliant LMS
5. Supports scenarios, gamification and multiformat quiz bank tests
6. Integrated survey software with Intelligence reporting.

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enables multiple Authors per course
Automates reminders and instruction
messaging
Manage and report on delegates in realtime
Includes an integrated SCORM Cloud for
third party content
Analyse detailed delegate progress data
and quiz results
Manage media via the Asset Library
(including drag and drop upload)
Mark delegate practical and assignment
‘homework’
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Archive old courses
Auto re-register delegates to any
programme at any stage for refresher,
remedial, or advanced training
Integrity checker, audit and testing
Set Pre-requisites
Award CPD points
Initialise programmes with design and
ROI management system
Deliver Certificates at alternative points
Implant Tips as pop-ups.
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